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Question 1 of 39

Section A: Grammar (8 marks.)
 
My auntie and l bought the ingredients from the supermarket and prepared lunch

A) myself

B) herself

C) ourselves

D) themselves

Question 2 of 39

While preparing dinner yesterday, Tina's left hand ___scalded by the hot soup

A) is

B) was

C) are

D) were

Question 3 of 39

'The police___the case right now. Let's hope that they will find the thief soon,' said Ian.

A) investigate

B) investigated

C) is investigating

D) are investigating
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Question 4 of 39

Corrine___five dresses last Friday as they were on sale

A) buys

B) bought

C) has bought

D) was buying

Question 5 of 39

While Mark and Bill___to the hawker centre from the  office, they witnessed a group of men
fighting

A) walk

B) are walking

C) have walked

D) were walking

Question 6 of 39

___  boys over there are having a competition to see who can run the fastest

A) This

B) That

C) These

D) Those

Question 7 of 39

We have to hurry. There is not__food left

A) little

B) less

C) much

D) many
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Question 8 of 39

__ of the students from the  English Drama Club is going for the carnival as they are
preparing for the play

A) Any

B) Some

C) None

D) Every

Question 9 of 39

Section B: Vocabulary {6 marks) 
The spectators were awed by the___display of fireworks at the Disneyland theme Park

A) miraculous

B) spectacular

C) mystical

D) alarming

Question 10 of 39

Daniel tried to___where he had left  his wallet

A) register

B) recollect

C) review

D) recognise

Question 11 of 39

At the sound of the horn, the athletes___ towards the finishing line

A) fled

B) trudged

C) sprinted

D) ambled
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Question 12 of 39

Every day, hundreds of___take the train to work

A) customers

B) pedestrians

C) motorists

D) commuters

Question 13 of 39

Elkan lay on the grass and___at the stars

A) gazed

B) glimpsed

C) glinted

D) glance

Question 14 of 39

Benny is working___to complete his work in time so that he can submit it to his boss this
afternoon

A) warily

B) carelessly

C) frantically

D) excitedly

Question 15 of 39

Section D: Grammar Cloze (4 marks)

1. [    ] Zara and her brother, Zen, were at the
beach.___ were having a sandcastle
building competition.

A. them

2. [    ] Zara told Zen that her sandcastle would
be taller and better looking than ___
sandcastle

B. it

3. [    ] He had even added small seashells on
___

C. his

4. [    ] Suddenly, it started to rain heavily and
both of ___ ran quickly for shelter. All
their hard work had been ruined.

D. They
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Question 16 of 39

Section E Grammar Cloze. (4 marks) 
 
Sophie is a Spanish chef at a restaurant. Together with her colleagues, she
[prepare / prepares ] tasty meals for her customers

A) prepare

B) prepares

Question 17 of 39

There [ is / are ] many  ingredients

A) is

B) are

Question 18 of 39

that they [ has / have ] to get ready every morning.

A) has

B) have

Question 19 of 39

Although her working hours are long and she has to stand all day, Sophie
always [wear/ wears ] a smile. She puts in her best effort to ensure that her customers enjoy
eating at her restaurant.

A) wear

B) wears

Question 20 of 39

Section F: Synthesis (2 marks) 
Rewrite the following pairs of sentences as one sentence without changing the
original meaning. 
 
The doctor said. "I am going to send you for a scan now." 
 
The doctor said that _________
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Question 21 of 39

Minyi and Zach are singers. Minyi and Zach enjoy performing.

Question 22 of 39

Section G: Comprehension Cloze (6 marks)

1. [    ] Gold can be found in many parts of the
world. For nearly a century, South Africa
was the main producer of gold. ___
,countries like China, Australia and
Russia have recently overtaken South
Africa.

A. ways

2. [    ] One of the popular ___ of obtaining gold
found in rivers is by panning.

B. separate

3. [    ] In panning, a sieve-like instrument is
used to ___ small gold deposits from
gravel and water. Panning for gold is
done by holding a special pan and
swirling gravel and water together.

C. which

4. [    ] Gold, ___ is heavy, D. bottom

5. [    ] will sink to the ___ of the pan while gravel
and water will be swished out of it.

E. However

6. [    ] Geologists examine physical and
chemical characteristics of surface rocks
to determine if any gold is present ___
the ground beneath. Mining will be worth
the effort if there is sufficient gold that
exists under the surface.

F. in
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Question 23 of 39

Section H: Comprehension 
 

 
tick whether the statements describe Mindy or her mother 
 
 
She went to blow up the balloons.

A) Mindy

B) Mindy's Mother

Question 24 of 39

She waited eagerly in the kitchen

A) Mindy

B) Mindy's Mother
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Question 25 of 39

Which word has the same meaning as 'completely'?
 
Then, she cautiously mixed the batter until it was perfectly smooth.

A) cautiously

B) perfectly

Question 26 of 39

What were the two things Mindy did before mixing the batter?

Question 27 of 39

Mindy was___when her mother asked her to mix the batter by herself.

A) unsure

B) confident

C) annoyed

Question 28 of 39

Mindy put the cake into the oven.

A) True

B) False

Question 29 of 39

It was a weekend when Mindy got ready for her birthday party.

A) True

B) False

Question 30 of 39

Mindy was expecting her mother to put the apron on her.

A) True

B) False
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What reason did Mindy's mother give when she said Mindy could mix the batter by herself? 
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Section I : Comprehension (10marks} 
 

 
Write one word from paragraph 4 that has the same meaning as the word "peculiar"
in paragraph 1.
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Question 33 of 39

Why did Denise think that Mr. Lee was going on a long trip?

Question 34 of 39

These were Denise's observations about Mr. Lee. Put them in the correct
sequence. according to the flow in the story

1. [    ] Denise saw Mr. Lee coming out from the
back of his house

A. 1

2. [    ] Denise saw Mr. Lee getting into a bright
red car

B. 2

3. [    ] Denise saw Mr. Lee leaving for a trip C. 3

Question 35 of 39

The Mr. Lee whom Denise knew ___

A) walked in a hurried manner

B) did not wave back when Denise waved to him

C) had a dull red car

D) watered his garden in the afternoon

Question 36 of 39

Mr. Lee went away for only two days

A) True

B) False

Question 37 of 39

Mr. Lee had a twin brother.

A) True

B) False
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Question 38 of 39

What does the word 'it' in line 17 refer to?

Question 39 of 39

How did Denise. know that the man who rang· the doorbell was the real Mr. Lee?


